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Plan of the talk:

Main thing to remember:  
good inequalities deserve a good proof!

1) Overview of combinatorial inequalities and their proofs
2) Recent results
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Where are we?





Stanley’s inequality



Weighted Stanley inequality



Example:  Bruhat orders
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Proof of Stanley’s inequality



Alexandrov-Fenchel inequalities



Equality conditions
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Proving AF inequalities



Does an elementary proof of AF inequality give 
an elementary proof of Stanley’s inequality?

Answer: Yes.  This is what we did!
Along the way we introduces new linear algebraic setting
which proved useful for other log-concave inequalities. 

Note: Ironically, [SvH’20] doesn’t actually use [SvH’19].  Our proof uses ideas from [SvH’19] 
to obtain re-rederive and generalize equality conditions for Stanley’s inequality in [SvH’20]

“While we originally developed the Bochner method in the hope that it would shed light on AF equality cases, this was a 
complete failure. It turns out the Bochner method says nothing new about AF equality.”  – Ramon van Handel (Oct 15, 2021)



How to start:
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How the induction works



What works for Stanley’s inequality



Observations on the proof

1) Stanley’s inequality corresponds to  t=0  case.  

2) This limit is mild enough to allow reversing the graph and obtaining 
the equality conditions.  

3)  For general AF inequalities for general convex polytopes, the SvH proof works 
by induction on the dimension for combinatorially equivalent polytopes with 
equal normals.  There is no way to avoid taking nontrivial limits in this case.

4)  The proof of Stanley’s inequality is substantially harder than the proofs of 
Mason inequalities  and their refined versions, including their equality conditions
which uses the same setup of combinatorial atlas, but much simpler matrix 
construction and case by case analysis. 



Matroids



Mason inequalities



Refined Mason inequalities



Example: graphical matroid

Refined Mason inequality [Chan-P.]

Strong Mason inequality



Equality conditions

[Chan-P.’21]



Thank you! 


